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An essential guideline to understanding and bettering any child's eating habitsThis
comprehensive nutrition guidebook gives parents the various tools for encouraging children
of any age in relation to healthful eating.Prepares parents by explaining what to expect at
different stages of growth, whether picky eating, development spurts or poor body
imageHelps parents work through problems such as food allergy symptoms, nutrient
deficiencies and weight management, and identifying if they need to seek professional
helpEmpowers parents to have a whole-family approach to feeding including maximizing
their own health and well-beingOffers fun, easy dishes parents could make for, and with,
kidsFearless Feeding translates complicated diet advice into simple feeding plans for each
age and stage that take worries out of feeding kids. Pediatric nutrition experts Castle and
Jacobsen simplify diet details, describe how children's diet plan correspond to their stage of
development, provide step-by-step feeding assistance, and display parents how to rest about
feeding their kids and become healthy meals up for grabs fast.
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THE VERY BEST Book on Feeding Children (and I've browse many) Fearless Feeding is
actually valuable resource if you are in charge of feeding children. The publication is loaded
with proven strategies for raising healthful eaters, based in nutrition science and in child
development. The childhood advancement piece is particularly helpful because it helps
parents know what's "regular" and what isn't. My major takeaway was the importance of
modeling the eating behaviors you intend to see in your child(ren). The book helps adults
understand where their personal beliefs and habits around food came from and how to be
better eating role models. The best child feeding and nutrition book around Fearless feeding
is the best book on child feeding and nutrition out there (and I have a lot of books!) I use this
book regularly in my own pediatric diet practice as a reference and also recommend to any
customer, friend or family member that asks me about my favorite resource. This book
addresses the whole age group spectrum but also links the nutrition AND feeding component
jointly, which is critical for children. I would recommend this publication to any parent that
really wants to raise healthy kids, but also to other nutrition professionals that want to learn
more about feeding children! The book is so well researched and practical that I am sure it will
become a go-to-resource for many families. It offers a ridiculous amount of incredible, easy-to-
digest, research-backed guidance on making meals positive, healthful.. Informative not only in
working with the diet plan of my kids, but also in processing unhealthy habits established
within my own childhood. must-have reference for all parents This book is my new go-to baby
present. It is a must-have for any parent, irrespective of age of their child, whether they have a
picky eater or not, or if they think they know about diet and feeding or not really.. I give this as
a gift when We attend baby showers! I have already been following the work of the authors
who are both well known in pediatric nutrition field and could not await the book to appear on
bookshelves. Very great information. I'll keep it convenient and reference it regularly until my
kids are out of the house. A great reference for parents or anyone who is involved in feeding
kids I am a dietitian focusing on pediatric nutrition and I have been searching for a book such
as this one for some time. I've followed co-author Maryann Jacobson's feeding advice (and
blog) since my first child was born in the past, and I credit her guidance to the fact that I never
worry whether my kids are eating enough, getting a wide enough nutritional variety, or
developing an harmful relationship with food. We have a united response to the hard toddler
eating moments now, and it has brought so much peace to our household. It is so helpful to
see all the recent study I have already been relying in my own work in one place. Informative
not only in working with the diet plan of . I especially just like the comprehensive strategy the
authors use when discussing kids nutrition. This is one of the books that I would recommend
to my parents. But what is often missing from many assets are the "why' and "how" areas of
feeding. Put simply, parents are aware of nutritional guidelines but need help with evidence
based guidelines on how best to get their kids to consume nutritious food based on
understanding why they behave in certain ways around the table. One more thing I love
concerning this reserve is how useful it is, with many case studies, Fearless Tips and a breeze
basic dishes helping parents place all the recommendations to practice immediately. I
maintain recommending it to my colleagues, interns and all parents I understand. It’s broken
down by age and in addition gives practical guidance on adult eating habits. Useful
advice/guidance for parents Great book! Good good book I am happy with this book.
Recommend. Great gift for baby showers! fun family experiences while ensuring kids of most
ages get the diet they need to grow and thrive. We previously managed these situations very
in a different way and we constantly argued over how to handle things. This book is a superb



resource for parents We am an occupational therapist working with picky eaters in early
childhood. This is recommended if you ask me by a coworker who's a Dietitian. It really is a
straightforward read, great info. I love how it begins with the youngest age and progresses
through the publication. This book is gold, because it takes the very best of the blog plus adds
a ton of new content material, easy-to-make use of reference charts and manuals. I would
recommend it to any parents with picky eaters! Forget about arguing over meals! This book
may be the solution! This book is merely what I needed! It certainly helped me foster a
positive eating environment for my toddler. Best if all, it gave me and my hubby the
knowledge we needed to respond appropriately to our toddler's picky eating occasions.
Throw it together with a few eating-related items off the registry and i usually hear positive
responses when the new mothers start feeding their babies. And I definitely had not been
disappointed! We are no longer arguing with one another or our toddler. Get this book! Five
Stars Great resource! As a dietitian, I enjoy reading from these authors and worth their strategy
in this reserve. This book is a great resource for parents. I found from my own experience that
the information on What things to feed our children is often easier to find both on the internet
and in books. I came across it very helpful. Healthy Futures Fantastic information on the
science of feeding children well balanced meals that lead to healthy choices.
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